
Wireless Pan & Tilt for GoPro & others

JonyJib has been manufacturing lm tools since 2002. With all the 
craze over the tiny HD POV cameras like the GoPro, we decided 
to create a way to move these cameras without wires. So we devel-
oped the MotorHead Micro wireless motorized pan & tilt units.
The MotorHead Micro consists of a dual transmitter designed to 
operate two wireless remote heads. There are many offerings out 
there for gimballed tilting, especially in the recent boom of the radio 
controlled quad copters. But for live production of concerts, reality 
programs, sports, wildlife photography or any other POV style pro-
duction, you’re usually limited to just a ‘xed type mount’. You can 
add multiple systems to control multiple cameras.
Transmitter
The Micro handheld or desktop transmitter is specially modied to 
give a single operator, control of two heads via the dual joysticks. 
You can tailor the sensitivity of the joysticks as well as direction of 
the motors and other programmable attributes via the LCD screen 
and buttons. These units come pre-programmed and ready to oper-

ate from 35 to 60 hours or more before changing the 4 AA batter-
ies.
Heads/Receivers
Each head operates on a single 9 volt battery with a range of sev-
eral hundred feet. The head mounts via a 5/8” baby pin receiver 
to your standard grip equipment. You can acheive 360 degree+ 
pans and tilts. The heads can be mounted overslung, underslung 
or on their side. You can also orient the camera for dutch roll to 
achieve different effects. For live production, just run your HDMI 
and power cables through the rubber grommet in the case and then 
out through the axles. The receivers are locked to the 2.4 GHz 
spread spectrum transmitter frequency, so they’ll ignore any stray 
signals. These use the SLT (Secure Link Technology) protocol for 
this interference free operation. The heads operate from 30 to 240 
hours dependent on the activity.
Available soon will be a ‘whisper quiet motor option’ for those noise 
sensitive environments.
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Specications
Transmitter
Control via   Dual Joysticks
Frequencies   2.403 - 2.480 GHz
Protocol    SLT
Modulation   FHSS spread spectrum
Channels   6
Programs via   LCD Display
Input Power   3.4 - 7 VDC
Battery    AA x 4 (6 VDC) accepts rechargeable pack
Dimensions   7.25”w x 7.75”h x 3” deep (184 x 197 x 76mm)
Weight    1.2 lbs. (.55 KG)
Heads
Material    ABS Plastic Box
    .125” Brushed Aluminum
Color    Anodized Black
Camera Platform Adjustable No
Camera Platform width  2.5”
Camera Platform depth  1.75”
Slot Pattern   single (.25” x 1.25”)
Lens Clearance Radius (360 tilt) 2”
Max Camera Length (360 tilt) 2”
Axle Diameter (for cables)  .5”
Motor Voltage   5 VDC
Motor Connection   3 pin
Battery    9 Volt
Dimensions   5.5”w x 7.5”h x 2.5”deep (140 x 190 x 64mm)
Weight    1.4 lbs. (.63 KG) per Head
Receivers
Frequencies   2.403 - 2.480 GHz
Protocol    SLT
Modulation   FHSS spread spectrum
Channels   6
Range    varies based on line of sight
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Ordering information:

MH HD MICRO SYSTEM - Complete System
Includes:  1 dual transmitter
  2 heads w/ receivers
  AA x 4 Batteries
  9 Volt Battery
  User Guide
MH HD MICRO HEAD - Head Only (No RF)
Includes: 1 head (no receiver)
  9 Volt Battery
  User Guide


